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The ultimate resource for separated and divorced parents, written by an internationally acclaimed

expert on divorce and its impact on children.   This comprehensive and empowering guide is filled

with practical, effective ways to minimize the effects of divorce on children, and offers immediate

solutions to the most critical parenting problems divorce brings. In this go-to resource, Christina

McGhee addresses the issues of utmost importance to parents:  ? How and when to tell the children

about the divorce  ? Guiding children through transition  ?Helping children cope with having two

homes  ?Dealing with finances  ?Managing a difficult relationship with an ex  ?And more  Offering

advice on explaining things to every age group-from toddlers to teenagers-in plain, consistent, and

age-appropriate terms, Parenting Apart also offers practical suggestions for parents to help them

maintain their own sense of stability and take care of their own well-being while taking care of their

kids.
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"This indispensable resource should be placed in the hands of every separated and divorced

parent" Jack Canfield, Co-author of Chicken Soup for the Single Parent's Soul "Parenting Apart is

the book every child wishes their divorced parents would read" Amy McCready, Parenting expert

and founder of Positive Parenting Solutions --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.



Christina McGhee, MSW, is a divorce coach and parent educator. She is the author of Parenting

Apart: How Separated and Divorced Parents Can Raise Happy and Secure Kids. A graduate of

Tulane University and Texas State University, with over 15 years of experience, she has taught

thousands how to successfully parent through divorce.

This is THE book I've been searching for for the last 3 years of my separation/divorce! I believe this

is how every couple facing separation/divorce should act. Is it easy? To some yes to others no. But

if you love your children more than you dislike your ex then you will do what's best for them. Our

children depend on us to guide them regardless of how we feel for/against our ex partners. You will

not regret buying this book!

I read this as a mother and grandmother trying to help my son and grandchildren survive and thrive

divorce. It was helpful to me and pointed out things to do and not to do and gave insights as to the

effects on the children. Gave it to my son.

This book has highlighted the importance of putting children first through the divorce process and

has really helped me reallign my actions and views to encourage the development and growth of my

children despite feelings I may have toward their father.

Haven't read it all yet but it's full of valuable information. It's all about the children and helping them

through this major change going on in their lives. Purchased for a family member but I am reading it

first before passing it on. Book arrived promptly.

very easy to read, awesome for divorce parents. I highly recommend it. Best book I have read on

the subject.

Book was suggested to me and I flipped through it for help with my clients. It is okay for working with

children and parents of divorce and separation.

A topic of interest to parents in our Women's Center. They can check it out for free here and return

it.

I highly recommend Christina McGhee's "Parenting Apart: How Separated and Divorced Parents



Can Raise Happy and Secure Kids," for any separated or divorced parents. This is not a book that

you sit down and read from cover to cover. It is an excellent resource/how-to-guide for parents.

Christina has divided the book into 5 main sections:Part One -"How am I Going to Get Through

This?" -Here Christina addresses, stress, self care, balance, understanding the emotional divorce,

changing how you think/relate/communicate with your former spouse, managing the legal system

and how to avoid the many pitfalls.Part Two -"How Children Are Affected by Divorce" -Here

Christina explains factors that affect how children manage and adjust to divorce. She provides

separate sections for all age groups beginning with infants through 18 years of age. What I love

about this section is that Christina addresses the developmental/behavioral stages of children for a

specified age group, then gives you clues of what to look for in your children's behavior, provides

useful tips on how you can help your child and then gives you ideas on parenting your children in

each of the age groups and why the parenting tips are important.Part Three - "A Guide to the Most

Common Problems and Issues for Divorced or Separated Parents" -Christina begins with how to tell

your children that you are separating, why it is important, when is the best time, what to say and

even breaks it down into specific age groups. This is so improtant - as children need this information

provided to them at an age appropriate level. Christina even addresses what to do "If You Say the

Wrong Thing." She has an entire chapter (15) on "What to Do When Children ask Why?" Supporting

the Other Parent's Relationship (Yes, as hard as it is - it's something you do for your kids), ther is

alsoa chapter on the "Two-Home Concept and What Helps Children" all about how you can help

your children adjust to 2 homes - excellent information, followed by a chapter on "Creating a

Schedule and Agreement That Works for Your Children" - most parents who have never been

divorced can certainly use advice in this area, as well as "Parenting Pointers for On-Duty and

Off-Duty Parents"(includes time management tips!. Then there is Financial Issues - what do kids

need to know?, how to handle one parent having more money than another. A complete chapter on

"Dealing with a Difficult Ex" how to manage the conflict, especially when one parent is conflictive

and that parent does not see themselves as "the problem" - Great tips in this section for having

integrity and not letting the conflict rule your life, doing what you can do. A chapter on

"Less-Than-Ideal Situations" which include alcoholism, substance abuse, physical, emotional or

sexual abuse of a child, domestic violence, mental health issues, abandonment or parental neglect,

problems with rage. How to stay safe and how to help your children manage less than ideal

situations. An entire chapter on Parental Alienation - what it is and how to respond to it,

characteristics, misconceptions about alienation and what parents can do. Christina has chapters

on "How to Help Children Deal with Feelings and Be a Good Listener.", "How to Handle Things



When Your Child Is Angry", "What to do When Your Child Is Sad" and "When to Get Help For

Children" - so often parents are caught up in the emotional roller coaster of divorce, getting through

the process that they often overlook or may not recognize that their children need some help dealing

with the divorce. The last chapter in this section address "When Children Hear Bad Things About

One of Their Parents" - this is more common than you might think. I love how Christina explains

what badmouthing is and how it affects the children, as well as ways parents engage in

badmouthing (maybe without even realizing it)she helps parents put badmouthing into perspective

and gives tips on what you can do to stop badmouthing, and what do when your ex is badmouthing

you, and how you can help your children cope with the problem, did you ever stop to think of

badmouthing backfiring?Section Four is "Moving on from Divorce" -Christina addresses going from

We to Me, redfining your family, dating and new relationships including how to know when to

introduce your kids to the person your dating, considering your children. Just because you may be

ready to introduce someone your're dating to your children does not mean that they are ready to

meet him/her. Before you say I DO again, Tips for a Successful Second Marriage, Points for

Merging Families. Christina introduces the term "Bonus Parent" instead of Stepparent. Bonus

means "an unexpected benefit, something given or received in addition to." Christina tells how she

never liked the term stepparent. Her and the children from her husband's first marriage decided they

liked the term bonus parent, bonus families because it was a more positive way to describe their

by-choice family relationship.At the end of the book Christina includes numerous resources for

Children, Parents, and the many aspects of divorce.Christina's approach is always positive and

encouraging. She provides suggestions and practical, easy to implement, methods for parents to

co-parent effectively. You may not be able to control the other parent and their choices, but what

you can do is make informed, educated, decisions on how you will parent your children. Christina's

book is the perfect resource to guide you through divorce as a parent and transition into an effective

co-parenting relationship with your ex. Her book is a comprehensive, well written, easy to follow

guide for any divorcing or divorced parents. Parenting Apart is one of those books that you can go

to when you experience new situations or stages as your children grow. It is worth much more than

the price you will pay to purchase this book. You will not be disappointed."
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